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AbstratCurrent data mining tehniques present impenetrable blak-box interfaes tousers with little hanes of interation during the mining proess. We advoatethe need for ad ho mining failities whih allow users to get a feel of the �naldata mining results quikly without having to materialize input data and goingthrough the whole mining proess. We investigate the feasibility of ad ho miningof assoiation rules. The mining an be performed on views de�ned over relationsin database management systems to investigate \what-if" senarios. The resultsan help users deide whether to proeed with the mining projet. We present aprototype whih implements the popular Apriori algorithm as a mining operatorwithin the Predator database management system. A variant of DMQL and aost-based mining query optimizer are designed to inorporate the use of this newoperator into Predator. Experiments show that this approah is indeed viable forad ho data mining with response times adequate for interative data mining.Keywords : Mining assoiation rules, Database management systems, Inter-ative data mining1 IntrodutionThe amount of data being stored in databases and managed by database managementsystems (DBMS) is inreasing at an explosive rate, mirroring the growth of the Internet.There is now a huge demand for the nuggets of information stored in these dataware-houses (or datamarts) that an be disovered through data mining. However, data mining1
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tehniques were developed traditionally for small datasets stored in at �les. These teh-niques annot leverage on the years of work by the database researh ommunity in theareas of query optimization, onurreny ontrol, data pipe-lining among others.In reent years, many researhers have started to fous on issues arising from inte-grating mining operations into databases. These inlude developing query languages toinorporate data mining funtions [JHZ96℄ [TIA96℄, arhitetures and the performaneof di�erent levels of oupling [SS98℄.Most of existing data mining systems that are integrated with database managementsystems (DBMS) follow the loose-oupling approah. Often, the DBMS is simply used asa data store from whih data is fethed through the use of ursors exposed through a inter-fae suh as Open Database Connetivity/Java Database Connetivity (ODBC/JDBC),and the tuples returned are stored in more eÆient data strutures outside the DBMS.In this work, we investigate the viability of inorporating data mining operators atthe same level as other data operators, suh as the unbiquitous order-by, group-by, andjoin operators. This allows dynami view de�nitions over several relations by users toinvestigate `what-if' senarios and obtain data mining results quikly. Sample results anbe obtained from a sub-set of the data without having to go through the expensive andtime onsuming data preparation stage. Our implementation extends Predator's [Ses97℄[DoCS00℄ query language with a variant of the DMQL [JHZ96℄ for expressing miningqueries.The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Some onepts neessary for the un-derstanding of later setions are explained in Setion 2. The motivation and rationaleof ad ho mining is disussed Setion 3. We present a survey of existing data miningand DBMS integration frameworks and systems in Setion 4. In Setion 5, we disussthe arhitetural design and implementation of a assoiation rule mining operator forPredator, extending Predator's query language with a variant DMQL and a ost-basedapproah for optimization. We explain our experiments and results in Setion 6. Weonlude in Setion 7.
2
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2 BakgroundWe over briey the onepts of Assoiation Rule Mining and the popular Apriori Algo-rithm. Interested readers an refer to [AS94℄ for full details.2.1 Assoiation Rule MiningGiven a transation, where eah transation is a set of items, an assoiation rule is anexpression X ! Y , where X and Y are items. The meaning of suh a rule is that thetransations that ontain the items in X tend to also ontain the item in Y. The problem ofmining assoiation rules is to �nd all rules that satisfy a user-spei�ed minimum supportand minimum on�dene.Thus, the assoiation rule mining is deomposed intto two subproblems:� Find all ombination of frequent itemsets whose support is greater than minimumsupport� Use the frequent itemsets to generate the rules.2.2 Apriori algorithmThe Apriori algorithm is used to �nd all frequent itemset refering to the �rst subproblem.It makes multiple passes over the database. In the �rst pass, the algorithm simply ountsthe item ourenes to determine the frequent 1-itemsets. A subsequent pass, k, onsistsof two phases. In the �rst phase, the frequent itemsets Lk�1 found in the (k � 1)th passare used to generate the andidate itemsets Ck using the apriori gen() funtion. This�rst funtion joins Lk�1 with Lk�1, the join ondition being that the lexiographiallyordered �rst k � 2 items are the same. Next, it deletes all those itemsets from the joinresult who have some (k � 1)-subset that is not in Lk�1, yielding Ck. In the seondphase, the algorithm sans the database. For eah transation, it determines whih ofthe andidates in Ck are ontained in the transation using a hash-ree data struture andinrements their ount. At the end of the pass, Ck is examined to determine whih ofthe andidates are frequent, yielding LK . The algorithm terminates when LK beomesempty. 3
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3 MotivationWe de�ne \ad ho data mining" to be a exible and interative data mining proessperformed over a sub-set of the data without the need to perform data preparation withthe aim of getting a `feel' of the results that an be ahieved with the whole-sale miningproess.Data mining is an iterative proess, that demands large investments of time and otherresoures. It is well aknowledged that most of the time in Knowledge Disovery and DataMining (KDD) proesses is spent on data preparation whih inludes data integration,data leaning and onit resolution. All these resoures are required even before the startof the mining proess and might be wasted if the mining projet if hanged or terminatedlater. Ad ho mining allows users to get sample mining results without sinking in allthese resoures.`What-if' senarios an be investigated easily simply through the interative natureof ad ho mining. Questions like \Should we add in the quantity for eah item in thetransations? And how will this a�et the rules generated? How will the results bea�eted if I hange the threshold values?" an be answered quikly using data subsets toaid deision making for attributes to be used in the real proess.As most data of organizations are stored in some form of DBMS, it makes senseto perform suh preliminary analysis diretly on existing relations. Ad ho mining ofsmall subsets of data an even be performed on views de�ned over multiple relations overoperational tables.One attration of SQL implementation is inter-operability and usage exibility [SS98℄.The ad ho querying support provided by a DBMS enables exible usage and exposespotential for pipelining the input and output operators of the mining proess with otheroperators in the DBMS. However, to exploit this feature one needs to implement themining operators inside the DBMS. This will require major reworking of existing databasesystems.
4
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4 Related WorksIn [SS98℄, performane of various tehniques on oupling data mining operations withdatabase systems were studied. Amongst the tehniques studied inlude: (1) Assoia-tion rule mining operations expressed as a series of SQL statements. (2) Use of UDFs(3) Use of Stored Proedures (4) Cahe-Mine in whih tuples read from a database isstored in eÆient data strutures (5) SQL-OR funtionalities provided by IBM DB2 (i.eGatherJoin, GatherCount, GatherPrune). It is interesting to note that by expressingthe mining operations in SQL, it leads to greater usage exibility and inter-operability.However, sine the mining operations is expressed as a series of SQL statements, it low-ers the hane of pipelining the input and output operators of the mining proess withother operators in the DBMS. In order to fully exploit pipelining amongst operators, wewould have to implement the mining operations as an operator in the DBMS based onthe iterator interfae proposed by [Gra93℄.A data mining arhiteture whih is tightly oupled with the RDBMS, is studied in[SN99℄. A framework, based on query oks was presented. Esentially, a query okis a generate-and-test system, in whih a family of queries that are idential exept forthe values of one or more parameters are asked simultaneously. It onsists of a queryok ompiler that will transform a omplex data mining query into a query ok planswhih onsists of sequenes of simple SQL queries. In the query ok tehnique proposedin [SN99℄, an external optimizer omplements the existing query optimizers that makeoptimization deisions more e�etively beause it takes the task of data mining intoonsideration. Exept for a new logial operator group-selet, no new physial operatorswere introdued into the physial exeution plan. This is in ontrast to our work onadding of new mining operators into the physial exeution plan to support data mining.In [RA95℄ and [RA96℄, a methodology for tightly oupling appliations to the IBMDB2/CS relational database system was presented. The tehnique proposed seletivelypush parts of a appliations that aess data reords and perform omputations into thedatabase through the use of user-de�ned funtions (UDFs). This method is not ableto leverage on optimization and pipelining failities provided by the DBMS and inursexpensive ontext swithing osts through the use of UDFs.5
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Finally, we note that there has been e�orts reently to establish industry standards fordata mining so that di�erent data mining algorithms from various data mining solutionproviders an be easily plugged into user appliations [Cor00℄.5 Extending Predator with Mining OperatorsPredator [Ses97℄ [DoCS00℄ is an extensible objet-relational DBMS, built on top of theShore storage manager [CDF+94℄. In about 65,000 lines of C++ ode, Predator is alightweight, and highly funtional OR-DBMS. In reent years, various researhers havemade use of Predator in various researh projets. These inlude the implementationof new join operators (Example - threaded symmetri hash join operator whih exploitsa double pipeline) and the studies of lient-side user-de�ned funtions (UDFs). Besidessupporting primitive datatypes suh as integer, double and string, Predator also supportsEnhaned Abstrat Datatypes (E-ADTs) suh as JPEG images, polygons, irles, et.In our work on demonstrating the feasibility of ad ho mining via tight oupling ofmining operations within a DBMS, Predator was hosen due to its highly extensible ar-hiteture and well-de�ned odebase. We fous on an end-to-end solution, whih onsistsof:� Extending the Predator's grammar to support mining queries using Flex/Bison[DS95℄ [Pax95℄(based on a DMQL-variant).� De�ning a new mining query optimizer (A ost-based approah is used when on-sidering aess path for the base relations)� Implementing a new iterator-based mining operator that performs assoiation rulemining5.1 Extending the Query Language - DMQL variantIn the urrent literature, there exists various language proposals to extend SQL to supportmining operators. The M-SQL language [TIA96℄ extends SQL with a uni�ed operator,Mine, to generate and query a whole set of propositional rules. DMQL [JHZ96℄ extendsSQL with the syntax with support mining of harateristis rules, disriminant rules,6
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find assoiation rules find assoiation rulesrelated to item related to itemwith key tid with key tidfrom trans from (where prie>15 and prie<205 selet * from transwith support threshold = 0.05 where prie>15 and prie<205 )with onfidene threshold = 0.7 trans_newwith support threshold = 0.05with onfidene threshold = 0.7(a) (b)Figure 1: A sample query.lassi�ation rules, and assoiations rules. In addition, OLE DB for DM (data mining)[Cor00℄ appliations was proposed reently by Mirosoft to provide an industry standardfor data mining so that di�erent data mining algorithms from various data mining toolsan be easily plugged into user appliations. OLE DB for DM introdues one new virtualobjet, referred to as the data mining model (DMM), as well as several new ommandsfor manipulating the DMM. Of all these proposed language extensions, we hoose tomodel the query language based on DMQL for its simpliity, and ease in integrating withPredator's existing SQL grammer.In addition, we note that in order to support a variety of ad-ho mining queries, nestedqueries must be supported by the mining language. Nested queries allow the mining ofthe results from other relational operations, suh as a join. Hene, the from lause mustallow the omposition of an inner SQL query.Our design of the data mining language used in Predator is based on DMQL [JHZ96℄.Figure 1a shows how a assoiation rule mining query an be expressed in the DMQL-variant. In the query, we wish to �nd assoiation rules from the table trans suh thatthe prie of the item is between 15 and 205 (exlusive), with a support of 0.05 and aon�dene of 0.7. Figure 1b shows how the same query an be expressed as a nestedquery supported by our implementation.The enrihment of Predator's SQL grammar is ahieved by modifying the existing SQLgrammar �le and generating the new SQL grammar using Flex/Bison. Figure 2 presents7
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mine_blok:= find_lauserelated_to_lausewithkey_lausefrom_lausewhere_lausesupport_threshold_lauseonfidene_threshold_lausewithkey_lause:= XXX_TOK_WITH XXX_TOK_KEY projetion_listfind_lause:= XXX_TOK_FIND XXX_TOK_STRING XXX_TOK_RULErelated_to_lause:= XXX_TOK_RELATED XXX_TOK_TO projetion_listsupport_threshold_lause:= XXX_TOK_WITH XXX_TOK_SUPPORTXXX_TOK_THRESHOLDXXX_TOK_EQ XXX_TOK_DOUBLEonfidene_threshold_lause:= XXX_TOK_WITH XXX_TOK_CONFIDENCEXXX_TOK_THRESHOLDXXX_TOK_EQ XXX_TOK_DOUBLEFigure 2: Grammar for DMQL-variant expressed in BISON's syntaxthe DMQL-variant grammar implemented. The identi�ers pre�xed by XXX TOK aretokens returned by the sanner whih is de�ned using FLEX (similar to LEX). Pro-jetion list, from lause, where lause are de�ned by the existing Predator's grammar[Ses97℄ (and hene have been omitted).5.2 Mining Query OptimizerThe goal of query optimization is to �nd a good evaluation plan for a user query. Manytehniques have been proposed towards query optimization in DBMSes. However, as mostof the data mining systems disussed in literature are loosely oupled, there is little workon query optimization for mining queries in relational databases. In retrospet, the roleof mining query optimization annot be negleted if mining operators are to be tightlyintegrated with a DBMS. For example, [RR00℄ disussed the idea of ieberg queries, andshowed how traditional query optimizers failed to produe a good evaluation plan for thequery. [SN99℄ proposed the use of an external optimizer that sits on top of the DBMS,whih breaks a omplex data mining query into a sequene of smaller queries that an beexeuted eÆiently at the database. In addition, a mining query optimizer an generate8
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plans based on statistis (e.g histogram-based) or the nature of the mining query. Apartiular mining algorithm ould be identi�ed and used during the atual exeution.Query optimization in Predator proeeds in the following manner. First, a SQL queryis broken into a series of optimization bloks (e.g. Selet-Projet-Join(SPJ), GroupBy,OrderBy bloks). Query optimization is performed intra-blok. Various optimizers (i.eNaive, System-R style, KBZ) are de�ned within Predator and this allows researhers tospeify the optimizer to be used in order to study the performane of various optimizationalgorithms. Optimization aross bloks (i.e inter-blok optimizations) is entirely basedon heuristis (making use of interesting orders). Query exeution in Predator proeeds ina pipelined manner. Physial operators de�ned in Predator follow the iterator interfaeproposed in [Gra93℄. Output from an operator is pipelined (as input) to another operator.Notably, the primary fous of query optimization in Predator is on the selet-projet-join (SPJ) query bloks. Predator provides many in-built optimizers with di�erent degressof omplexity. (i.e Naive, Semi-Naive, Dynami - System-R and Greedy). Whenevera query is exeuted, the parsed query plan is then passed to one of these optimizersdepending on the type of query optimizer spei�ed. The exibility of being able tospeify whih optimizer to be used allows a researher to test new query optimizationtehniques.In most loosely oupled data mining systems, a full �lesan is often initiated in orderto perform task suh as assoiation rule mining, ignoring available indies. The dataretrieved from the �lesan is then stored in a more eÆient data struture to failiatethe mining operations. It an be argued that in order to reap the full bene�ts of tightintegration of mining operations within a DBMS, we should not only look at developingoperators for eah mining tasks that �ts into the iterator paradigm, but also onsider theissues of optimiziation of the mining query for eÆient operation. These optimizationdeisions an be based on if it is advantageous to make use of available indexes built onthe underlying data (in the ase of a base relation is being mined), or passing the task ofquery optimization to a SPJ optimizer (in the ase of nested queries).In our implementation, we provide a simple ost-based query optimizer whih gener-ates eÆient aess plans for the underlying base relation to be mined. A new miningquery optimizer (i.e RelMineOptimizer) is de�ned whih optimizes the aess methods9
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Optimization steps:S = {}If ( Base Relation ) {S = S U {Full-File-San}For eah prediate Pi {If there is an index built on PiS = S U {Index-SanPi}}p = Plan in S with minimum ost}Else if ( Derived Relation ) {Invoke SPJ query optimizer forSPJ blokp = Plan obtained from SPJquery optimizer}return pFigure 3: Pseudoode for Mining Query Optimizationfor the base relation referened in the from lause. As nested queries (i.e the from lauseould potentially be another SQL query) are supported, we handle the optimization forthe inner query using the existing query optimizers in Predator. It is important to notethat query optimization in Predator is performed within a blok (i.e Mine, SPJ, GroupBy,Orderby blok), and optimization aross bloks is based on heuristis. The pseudoodefor the optimizer is shown in Figure 3.Lastly, if seletion prediates are spei�ed in the where lause of the query, these arepushed to the relation san. In omparison to a loosely-oupled approah where eahreord (read from a �le), has to be sanned before deiding whether the reord should bedisarded, pushing seletion allow us to redue the data prior to the data mining task.5.3 Mining OperatorOne a plan is produed by the query optimizer, Predator proeeds to generate the respe-tive operators (e.g SortMerge operator, �le san operator) for the plan. This proeedsin a top-down manner, in whih the GeneratePlanOp() method of the top operator isinvoked, whih reates the run-time omponent for the top operator. The top operator10
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then proeeds to invoke the GeneratePlanOp() method of its hild operators, and so on.All operators in Predator follow the iterator-interfae, whih implements 3 ommonmethods. These methods are: InitHandle (i.e setting up the data strutures required forrun-time), GetNextReord (i.e produing the next reord), and CloseHandle (i.e relaim-ing the resoures used during run-time). During query exeution, the InitHandle methodof the top operator is invoked, and this propagates down to its hild operator. Similarly,to produe a reord, the GetNextReord of the top operator will be invoked and proeedsto obtain the next reord from its hild operators.In order to support assoiation rule mining in Predator, the RelMinePlanOp oper-ator is implemented to perform assoiation rule mining. The implementation of theRelMinePlanOp is based on the program in [CHR00℄, whih provides the basis for a fastimplementation of the Apriori algorithm based on the use of a pre�x tree. The original Code was wrapped within the RelMinePlanOp lass, and the input streams for the Apriorialgorithm was modi�ed to read from a harater stream, instead of a �le. The reasons forproviding a wrapper lass are two-fold: First, we wish to demonstrate that an existingmining algorithm an be easily wrapped and integrated as a relational operator withinPredator. Seond, we wish to perform a fair omparison of a tightly-oupled approah(mining operator) versus a loosely-oupled approah (having the data soure as a �le) bybasing it on the same algorithm. This minimizes bias that an result due to di�erenesin implementation of the algorithm. In a later setion, we will present empirial resultsbased on three di�erent approahes. Figure 4 shows how the new mining operator �t intoPredator with its existing operators.6 Experimental resultsTo assess the e�etiveness of our approah, we empirially ompared the performaneof our tight oupling approah with two other approahes. The 3 approahes used inthe experiments are : (1) Tight oupling through integrating a new operator to sup-port assoiation rule mining within an existing relational DBMS, Predator. (2)RunningApriori algorithm on a delimited text �le residing on a �le system. (3) Simulating aloose-oupling approah using Orale and an external assoiation rule mining program.11
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Figure 4: New mining operator in PredatorTable 1: Charateristis of the DatasetsName # of tuples # of transationsData Set 1 - Car 12096 1728Data Set 2 - Iris 750 150Data Set 3 - Segmentation 4200 210Data Set 4 - Wine 2792 178Data Set 5 - Zoo 1818 161Data Set 6 - Breast Caner 18208 569For this loose-oupling approah, we reated an JAVA appliation whih obtains the datafrom the Orale server via JDBC. After the data arrives at the lient appliation, theApriori algorithm is invoked as a separate proess. The mahine used for all the exper-iments is a Intel Pentium III PC with a CPU lok speed of 667 MHz, and 128 MB ofmain memory. We use the same implementation of the Apriori algorithm for all threeapproahes to eliminate any performane di�erenes due to di�erenes in implementationof the algorithm.Six real-life datasets were used in the experiments. These datasets were obtainedfrom UCI Mahine Learning Repository. Table 1 summarizes the harateristis of thesedatasets.For eah data set, we measured the exeution times of all the three approahes fordi�erent ombinations of support and on�dene levels.Figure 5 summarizes the experimental results. The x-axis shows the four di�erentombinations of support and on�dene level for eah experiment. The y-axis is theexeution time of eah approah measured in seonds. The di�erent ombinations of12
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minimum support and on�dene were hosen to allow a reasonable number of passesand frequent itemsets.We see that in all ases, the �le system Apriori approah performs the best andthe loose-oupling approah is the worst. For the loose-oupling approah, the lientappliation needs to wait until the server has �nished transferring the data. This datashipping aounts for the largest perentage of the exeution time.Our approah performs better than the loose-oupling approah. However, it still isslower than the �le system approah. This is due to several reasons. As we extendedPredator's ost-based query optimizers with a new mining optimizer, the optimizer (referto Setion 5.2) will have to deide on a good aess and exeution plan (e.g. weighing theadvantages and osts of the use of indies and possibility of pushing seletion prediates).This takes time, even for simple queries, although its bene�ts might not be obvious untilthe queries get more ompliated. In addition, due to the lient-server arhiteture ofPredator, there will be osts involved in setting up ommuniation hannels and theatual ommuniation between the various omponents (storage manager, operators andet). Due to all these fators, the performane of our approah is slightly slower thanrunning the Apriori algorithm on the �le system. However, the bene�ts of riding the datamining operations on top of a DBMS (refer to Setion 3) heavily outweighs the additionalosts involved. Our results agree with the observations made in [SS98℄ where they notedthat running against at �les is typially a fator of �ve to ten faster ompared to runningagainst data stored in DBMS tables.The disrepany in time and resoures taken up by the above-mentioned proessesan be minimized through the areful use of seletion prediates to minimize the size ofthe sample data set used for the ad-ho mining ativity. The availability of strategiallybuilt indies to speed up reading of data by the DBMS will also help. The at �leimplementation of Apriori atually o�ers the upper performane bound in this aspetsine the data from the �le is likely to exist as ontiguous bloks on the disk.Figure 6 illustrates the e�et of inreasing the number of reords on the exeutionspeed. We observe that the performane of the �le system Apriori is almost una�etedby the number of reords existing in the transation. Both our approah and the loose-oupling implementation shows an linear inrease in the time needed to perform assoia-13
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Figure 5: Comparison of the three approahes: Tight oupling via integration of newmining operator in Predator, Apriori on �le system and Loose Coupling using JDBC onOrale, on six real-life dataset. For eah dataset, four di�erent support and on�denevalues are used. 14
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Figure 6: E�et of number of reords on exeution timetion rule mining. We also noted that our approah performs better than the loose-ouplingapproah onsistently.7 ConlusionWe have presented the arguments for ad ho mining and implemented a prototype whihde�nes a new assoiation rule mining operator within an existing DBMS. Our ontri-butions inlude a three-step approah for integrating a new mining operator with anexisting DBMS: (1) extending the query language, (2) de�ning a new query optimizerand (3) implementing the mining operator. Our experiments show the performane ofthis approah is better than existing loose-oupling methods, with results being returnedin real/near real time for small/medium-sized datasets.Future work in this area of researh inludes integrating other data mining ativi-ties (lustering, feature seletion et.) with various DBMSes. There has been work onextending the Apriori algorithm with multiple minimum supports. It is interesting toinvestigate if mining operators an easily aomodate suh extensions.
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